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About Hodder Education
Hodder Education has been working with schools, colleges, expert  
authors and awarding organisations for many years to create quality  
print and digital resources and deliver exceptional teacher training and revision events. 

This course guide features all of our Languages CPD 
training and student revision events that will equip 
everyone with the skills required to progress and 
achieve success.

Save 20%* 
on all teacher workshops until 
01/10/18 – simply use discount 

code WO0002944

We provide:

• Market-leading, award-winning resources for over 30 
subjects, covering teaching, learning, CPD and revision

• Support for GCSE and A-level students with 16 Review 
Magazines across different subjects

• Innovative digital products, including eTextbooks,  
Teaching & Learning and Exam Question Practice 
resources, that work flexibly together

• Coverage for KS3, GCSE, IGCSE, IB and A-level and 
numerous vocational qualifications, supporting teaching 
and learning throughout the world

* Terms and conditions apply. UK and European educational establishments only. Orders must be placed by 01/10/2018 using discount code WO0002944. This discount code is not valid in 
conjunction with any other offer and cannot be applied retrospectively. Discount only applies to Teacher Training days and excludes Teacher Webinars, Student Webinars and Conferences.

None of the events in this brochure are official AQA events and therefore the views and messages 
shared are not representative of AQA. For more information about the specification and official events, 
please visit www.aqa.org.uk. If printed or digital copies of AQA material are required for any events, 
you will receive confirmation of what you need to bring prior to the event

Face-to-face:
Regional events

Online: Teacher and 
student webinars Bespoke training

We know that every classroom need is different, which is why we currently offer a range of 
opportunities from face-to-face events and webinars to bespoke in-school training.

From Teacher Workshops 
to Student Conferences, 
our regional events 
cover the whole 
spectrum of teaching and 
learning, with ideas and 
resources that you and 
your students can use 
immediately. 

These interactive sessions 
are a cost-effective 
way of training, offering 
classroom-ready resources 
and 6 months access to 
the webinar recording, 
meaning you can view 
them on-demand as many
times as you need.

Is there a CPD workshop 
that you wish to attend 
but find it a struggle to 
leave the classroom? 
Or is there a particular 
area you are looking for 
support with? Why not 
‘host’ an event or a more 
tailored workshop at your 
school on a day that suits 
you and your colleagues.

How we can help
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About our events
On average,  
our summer  
2018 workshops 
were rated

4.5/5  
by teachers

83% of the 
top performing 
centres delivering 
A-level have 
attended a Hodder 
Education event

3,867
teachers attended 
more than one 
event in 2017/18 
with Hodder 
Education

The three most 
common words 
to describe our 
workshops are 

fantastic, 

useful
& great

Over 77% of 
centres delivering 
A-level have attended 
a Hodder Education 
event in the last 18 
months

Supported over 

20,000 
students through 
their revision 
in 2018 with 
webinars and 
revision days
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA GCSE 

Lessons learnt from the first AQA 
GCSE French exam
Course leaders: Tim Guilford, Karine Harrington & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Wednesday, 10 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRA101018

Break down the lessons to be learnt from the first round of AQA 
GCSE exams and review the key issues faced by learners during 
this full-day workshop; receive expert guidance on how you can 
utilise the feedback to shape, hone and refine your lessons and 
improve results next year.

• Build on what you now know to improve grades in the future
• Focus on the key skills that students need to make progress 
• Network with like-minded French teachers in the afternoon and 

share ideas with German and Spanish teachers in the morning 
sessions

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am After the first exam – where to now?
• The lessons learnt from the first year exam
• Key areas where improvements can be made
• Adjustments to planning and delivery

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Target areas
• Improving productive and receptive vocabulary
• Teaching grammar more effectively for productive 

use
• Developing comprehension skills

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Focus on speaking and writing
• Improving performance in speaking and writing
• A look at Grades 5 and 9 in these skill areas

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Comprehension and translation
• Building comprehension skills in reading and 

listening 
• Teaching translation more effectively 
• A look at Grades 5 and 9 in listening and reading

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA GCSE

AQA GCSE French speaking test: 
Maximise student success
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Friday, 8 February 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRA080219

Join like-minded colleagues, Tim Guilford and Vanessa Salter 
to review the areas that students struggled with during the 
2018 AQA GCSE French speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded French colleagues and share common 
issues with German and Spanish teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and for development in 

test conduct

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Role-plays
• Approaches to preparing students
• The exam is not the end-game (teaching beyond 

the test)
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The picture card
• The first question
• The known and unknown questions 
• Practical activities to take away to help build 

spontaneity 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm The conversation 
• Pitching your questions to maximise marks
• Naturalness and genuine interaction
• Practical ideas for the classroom

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA GCSE

AQA GCSE French: Preparing your 
students for the 2019 exams
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 20 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRA200319

Take a detailed look at the lessons from the first round of AQA 
GCSE French exams with Tim and Karine and explore practical 
activities that can be used in your classroom to improve results 
in 2019. 

• Build on the experience of the first year’s exams to make sure 
students are even better prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that you are building the skills your 
students need 

• Network with like-minded French colleagues and share common 
issues with French and Spanish teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and where teacher 

response is needed

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Comprehension: Dealing with reading and listening 
• Key skills the students need
• Approaches to vocabulary acquisition 
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Grammatical knowledge and mastery 
• What is grammar and how can we teach it more 

effectively 
• Going beyond gap-fill: Practical classroom ideas
• Mastery of key structures 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Productive skills: Speaking and writing 
• Common threads and issues
• Approaches to error and developmental feedback
• Shifting the focus onto fluency 

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL iGCSE®

Cambridge IGCSE® French: Moving 
teaching to the next level
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Tuesday, 6 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRI061118

Explore how you can take your teaching to the next level and 
learn how to develop students’ abilities to use French effectively 
by hearing comprehensive advice and receiving ready-made 
activities; led by leading experts, you will focus on the writing, 
speaking and grammar skills that are essential for producing 
competent, independent linguists.

• Explore how to develop the skills your students need in each key 
area for course success

• Gain a clearer understanding of the exam and focus on how you 
can improve grades

• Be joined by teachers of German and Spanish in the morning to 
discuss common issues whilst in the afternoon, split into Language 
specific groups

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Cambridge 
IGCSE® French Student Book Second Edition – worth £22.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am What the examiners’ reports tell us
• Key themes from the examiners’ reports
• Key issues with each paper
• Planning for improvement 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am In the classroom
• Higher order thinking in IGCSE® Languages
• Developing grammatical understanding 
• Building a rich and wide vocabulary 

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Comprehension and writing skills
• Better comprehension: The skills needed
• Dealing tactically with the writing tasks
• Teaching strategic approaches 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Speak up!
• Taking a step back from the exam and teaching the 

skills first
• Practical classroom activities to help students 

speak better
• Exam focus – dealing with each part effectively

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL GCSE 

Edexcel GCSE French: Lessons learnt 
from the first exam
Course leaders: Tim Guilford, Karine Harrington & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Thursday, 11 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRE111018

Reflect on the lessons to be learnt from the first round of 
Edexcel GCSE French exams and discover new techniques to 
develop your students’ listening, speaking, reading and writing 
with leading experts.

• Discover how to maximise progress for key groups (Grades 4–5 
and Grade 9)

• Focus on how to hone the skills your students’ require for course 
success

• Take the opportunity to share ideas and network with teachers 
following the same specification 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Looking back and moving forward
• What we now know from the first run of the new 

GCSE
• What went well – the areas we can build on
• Even better if – the areas where work is needed

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Areas for development at key grades
• Building a wide and flexible vocabulary 
• Teaching students to better manipulate grammar to 

enhance productive skills
• Improvements to comprehension skills

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The speaking test – practical teaching ideas to 
improve performance
• Role-play and picture cards
• Conversation
• Focus on key grades

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Writing – practical classroom approaches to 
improving writing
• Group and shared writing tasks 
• Developmental feedback that is impactful
• Focus on key grades

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL GCSE

Edexcel GCSE French speaking test: 
Maximising student success  
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 30 January 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRE300119

Join like-minded colleagues, Tim Guilford and Karine Harrington 
to review the areas that students struggled with during the 
2018 Edexcel GCSE French speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded French colleagues and share common 
issues with German and Spanish teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and for development in 

test conduct

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Role-plays
• Approaches to preparing students
• The exam is not the end-game (teaching beyond 

the test)
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The picture cards
• The first question
• The known and unknown questions 
• Practical activities to take away to help build 

spontaneity 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm The conversation 
• Pitching your questions to maximise marks
• Naturalness and genuine interaction
• Practical ideas for the classroom

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL GCSE

Edexcel GCSE French: Preparing your 
students for the 2019 exams  
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 6 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRE060319

Receive first-class support through the Edexcel GCSE French 
exam with experienced presenters Tim and Karine; discuss the 
lessons from the 2018 exam, focus on what key skills students 
need to achieve the top grades and explore practical classroom 
ideas that can aid their revision.

• Receive best practice advice and techniques for revision that will 
inform the last few months before the exams

• Focus on the skills that students need and explore ways to help 
your students deal with the pressures of the exam

• Network with like-minded French colleagues and share common 
issues with German and Spanish teachers

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and where teacher 

response is needed

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Comprehension: Dealing with reading and  
listening 
• Key skills the students need
• Approaches to vocabulary acquisition 
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Grammatical knowledge and mastery 
• What is grammar and how can we teach it more 

effectively 
• Going beyond gap-fill: Practical classroom ideas
• Mastery of key structures 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Productive skills: Speaking and writing 
• Common threads and issues
• Approaches to error and developmental feedback
• Shifting the focus onto fluency 

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL GCSE 

Edexcel International GCSE French: 
Getting ready for the assessment
Course leaders:  Denise Currie, Tim Guilford & Ingrid McGregor

Central London: Monday, 5 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FREI051118

Be guided through creative techniques and practical strategies 
that can be used in your classroom to develop your students’ 
ability to use French effectively; explore the revised Edexcel 
International GCSE French specification in detail and focus on 
ways of preparing your students for the assessment. 

• Gain a clearer understanding of the requirements of the revised 
Edexcel International GCSE specification

• Receive practical strategies for classroom use to help you meet 
the requirements

• Network with like-minded French teachers in the afternoon and 
share ideas with German and Spanish teachers in the morning 
sessions

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Edexcel 
International GCSE French Student Book Second Edition –  
worth £21.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Overview and update
• The specification and what is required
• The skills needed 
• How teachers need to adapt what they do

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Skills development 
• Better comprehension (authentic materials and 

literary texts)
• Teaching grammar for productive use in speaking 

and writing 
• Building a broad and flexible vocabulary 

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Listening and speaking
• Listening and speaking skills development in depth
• Practical classroom activities to build the skills

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Reading and writing
• Developing reading and writing skills in depth
• Practical classroom activities to build the skills

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level French: Lessons learnt 
from the first exam
Course leaders: Tim Guilford, Ingrid McGregor & Ana Santos

Central London: Thursday, 8 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRA081118

Thoroughly review the lessons to be learnt from the first round 
of AQA A-level examinations and explore in-depth how you can 
improve your students’ performance in future exams. 

• Unpack the key skills and techniques required to do well in Papers 
1 and 2

• Discover how you can develop students’ speaking skills and foster 
greater independence

• Be joined by teachers of German and Spanish in the morning 
to discuss common issues whilst in the afternoon, split into 
Language-specific groups

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of AQA A-level 
French Revision and Practice Workbook: Themes 3 and 4 – worth 
£8.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am After the first exam – what now?
• The lessons learnt from the first exams
• What needs to be done for each paper
• What adjustments are needed in terms of 

organisation of the course and approaches to 
teaching

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Developing the pedagogy
• Fostering greater student independence
• Higher order thinking
• Schemes of Work

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Developing speaking
• Developing the skills needed
• The IRP in depth and detail
• Dealing with the speaking cards

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Papers 1 and 2
• Building skills for improved aural and written 

comprehension
• Building skills in translation
• Writing better literature or film essays

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level French speaking test: 
Getting the best performance from 
your students 
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Manchester: Friday, 25 January 2019 
Central London: Thursday, 7 February 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRA250119 / FRA070219

Join leading CPD trainers, Tim Guilford and Vanessa Salter to 
review the areas that students struggled with during the 2018 
AQA A-level French speaking test and explore practical activities 
that can be used to improve your current cohort’s chances of 
success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded French colleagues and share common 
issues with German and Spanish teachers

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of AQA A-level 
French (includes AS) Student Book – worth £31.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends 
• Issues teachers need to address
• Areas where students need to improve

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am A03, A04 and the speaking cards 
• What do students need to know?
• Knowing is not enough, what about 

‘understanding’?
• How to add value in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Preparing students for the IRP
• Choice of topic and form filling 
• Developing research skills 
• Preparing them to answer the questions 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Getting it right for them on the day  
• Conduct of the tests 
• Questioning technique 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP

TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA

EDEXCEL

A-LEVEL 

A-LEVEL

AQA A-level French: Preparing your 
students for the 2019 exams
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Manchester: Thursday, 24 January 2019 
Central London: Monday, 4 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRA240119 / FRA040319

Discover how to shape your lessons and revision plans to make 
sure your students are ready and confident to tackle the AQA 
A-level French exams. Join experts Tim Guilford and Vanessa 
Salter to take a detailed look at the lessons from the first round 
of exams and explore practical activities that can be used in your 
classroom. 

• Hear expert guidance on how to get your students ready for 
success in the summer exams 

• Focus on the issues from last year’s exams and the typical issues 
with student responses

• Network with like-minded French colleagues and share common 
issues with German and Spanish teachers 

Attend this workshop and receive a copy of Mot à Mot Sixth 
Edition: French Vocabulary for AQA A-level – worth £8.99

Edexcel A-level French: Learning the 
lessons from the first exam
Course leaders: Stuart Glover, Tim Guilford & Ingrid McGregor

Central London: Wednesday, 7 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRE071118

Review the results of the first examination cohort with Stuart, Tim 
and Ingrid on our one-day workshop; explore the requirements 
of each paper in detail and focus on how to build the key skills to 
improve future results for your students.

• Explore how to hone the key skills required by students to do well 
in Papers 1, 2 and 3

• Focus on the lessons to be learnt from the first round of exams 
and return to your classroom with techniques and strategies to 
improve results next year

• Take the opportunity to share ideas and network with teachers 
following the same specification 

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of French A-level 
Grammar Workbook 1 – worth £6.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends
• Issues teachers need to address for each paper
• The student perspective 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Paper 1 
• Approaches to developing comprehension skills
• Translation into English
• Practical classroom ideas

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Paper 2
• Approaches to teaching literature and film 
• How the questions work and what they test
• How to help students write a good essay

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Paper 3  
• Preparing students to deal with the speaking cards
• Dos and don’ts with the IRP 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The first exam is over, where to now?
• What we know from the first exams
• Key areas for improvement
• Developing a strategic response

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Action planning for improvement in each paper
• Papers 1, 2 and 3

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Better speaking
• How to plan and manage the IRP for best effect 
• Dealing with the speaking cards better 
• All-important A04 – Knowledge of Society

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Papers 1 and 2 
• Issues with comprehension and how to develop 

skills in the students
• Better literature and film essays – practical 

classroom approaches
• More accurate translation

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Edexcel A-level French speaking tests: 
Getting the best performance from 
your students
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Thursday, 31 January 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRE310119

Join like-minded colleagues, Tim Guilford and Vanessa Salter 
to review the areas that students struggled with during the 
2018 Edexcel A-level French speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded French colleagues and share common 
issues with German and Spanish teachers 

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Edexcel A level 
French (includes AS) – worth £31.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends 
• Issues teachers need to address
• Areas where students need to improve

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am A03, A04 and the speaking cards 
• What do students need to know?
• Knowing is not enough, what about 

‘understanding’?
• How to add value in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Preparing students for the IRP
• Choice of topic and form filling 
• Developing research skills 
• Preparing them to answer the questions 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Getting it right for them on the day  
• Conduct of the tests 
• Questioning technique 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Edexcel A-level French: Preparing 
your students for the 2019 exams
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Thursday, 7 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FRE070319

Explore how you can provide your students with the best 
possible preparation for the Edexcel A-level French exams by 
looking at proven strategies for revision and the development of 
the key skills.

• Receive best practice advice and techniques for revision that will 
inform the last few months before the exams

• Focus on the skills that students need and explore ways to help 
your students deal with the pressures of the exam

• Network with like-minded French colleagues and share common 
issues with German and Spanish teachers 

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Mot à Mot Sixth 
Edition: French Vocabulary for Edexcel A-level – worth £8.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends
• Issues teachers need to address for each paper
• The student perspective 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Paper 1 
• Approaches to developing comprehension skills
• Translation into English
• Practical classroom ideas

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Paper 2
• Approaches to teaching literature and film 
• How the questions work and what they test
• How to help students write a good essay

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Paper 3  
• Preparing students to deal with the speaking cards
• Dos and don’ts with the IRP 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL A-LEVEL

AS & A-level French: How to teach film 
effectively 
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Friday, 5 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FR051018

Don’t be daunted by delivering film – boost your confidence by 
joining experienced educators and presenters, Tim and Karine, 
for this day-long course which will help you to understand the 
assessment contexts and objectives for teaching film in the new 
A-level specifications.

• Evaluate film analysis techniques and practise them yourself in 
order to develop effective strategies for teaching students

• Gain a clearer understanding of the complexities of discursive 
and analytical essay-writing, covering the key target-language 
vocabulary of film analysis

• Develop in-depth knowledge of a featured case study 

Choose a free Modern Languages Study Guide for the film or 
literary work you’re teaching from the order form available at  
the event. 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Introduction to film analysis
• Assessment contexts 
• Approaches to teaching films in the French 

classroom 
• The language of film

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Key considerations 
• Focus on pre-analysis understanding
• Depth of analysis vs. factual knowledge of the film
• Developing students’ independence

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Classroom activities
• Analysis of scenes – narrative, characters and 

themes 
• Practical activities for use in the classroom
• Explore a selection of scenes from a variety of 

French films
• Afternoon tea will be taken at 2.30pm

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

Meet a course leader:
Karine Harrington

Karine has vast knowledge as an experienced Head of 
MFL, an examiner, a trainer, an educational author and 
now as an SLE for her Teaching Alliance. Karine is an 
experienced teacher of MFL at secondary and post-16 
level who has a track record of achieving excellence with 
all classes – she inspires her students with a creative and 
imaginative approach.

Join Karine on one of these upcoming events:
• Lessons learnt from the first AQA GCSE French exam
• AQA GCSE French: Preparing your students for the 2019 exams
• AS & A-level French: How to teach film effectively
• How-to Guide: Outstanding Leadership of your Languages 

Department

Discover 
Karine’s 

events across 
the whole 

guide

Karine
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA GCSE 

Lessons learnt from the first AQA 
GCSE German exam
Course leaders: Tim Guilford, Karine Harrington & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Wednesday, 10 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRA101018

Break down the lessons to be learnt from the first round of AQA 
GCSE exams and review the key issues faced by learners during 
this full-day workshop; receive expert guidance on how you can 
utilise the feedback to shape, hone and refine your lessons and 
improve results next year.

• Build on what you now know to improve grades in the future
• Focus on the key skills that students need to make progress 
• Network with like-minded German teachers in the afternoon and 

share ideas with French and Spanish teachers in the morning 
sessions

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am After the first exam – where to now?
• The lessons learnt from the first year exam
• Key areas where improvements can be made
• Adjustments to planning and delivery

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Target areas
• Improving productive and receptive vocabulary
• Teaching grammar more effectively for productive 

use
• Developing comprehension skills

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Focus on speaking and writing
• Improving performance in speaking and writing
• A look at Grades 5 and 9 in these skill areas

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Comprehension and translation
• Building comprehension skills in reading and 

listening 
• Teaching translation more effectively 
• A look at Grades 5 and 9 in listening and reading

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA GCSE

AQA GCSE German speaking test: 
Maximise student success
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Friday, 8 February 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRA080219

Join like-minded colleagues, Tim Guilford and Vanessa Salter 
to review the areas that students struggled with during the 
2018 AQA GCSE German speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded German colleagues and share common 
issues with French and Spanish teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and for development in 

test conduct

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Role-plays
• Approaches to preparing students
• The exam is not the end-game (teaching beyond 

the test)
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The picture cards
• The first question
• The known and unknown questions 
• Practical activities to take away to help build 

spontaneity 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm The conversation 
• Pitching your questions to maximise marks
• Naturalness and genuine interaction
• Practical ideas for the classroom

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA GCSE

AQA GCSE German: Preparing your 
students for the 2019 exams
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 20 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRA200319

Take a detailed look at the lessons from the first round of AQA 
GCSE German exams with Tim and Karine and explore practical 
activities that can be used in your classroom to improve results 
in 2019. Discover how to shape your lessons and revision plans 
to make sure your students are ready and confident to tackle 
the exams.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s exams to make sure 
students are even better prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that you are building the skills your 
students need 

• Network with like-minded German colleagues and share common 
issues with French and Spanish teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and where teacher 

response is needed

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Comprehension: Dealing with reading and  
listening 
• Key skills the students need
• Approaches to vocabulary acquisition 
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Grammatical knowledge and mastery 
• What is grammar and how can we teach it more 

effectively 
• Going beyond gap-fill: Practical classroom ideas
• Mastery of key structures 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Productive skills: Speaking and writing 
• Common threads and issues
• Approaches to error and developmental feedback
• Shifting the focus onto fluency 

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL IGCSE®

Cambridge IGCSE® German: Moving 
teaching to the next level
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Tuesday, 6 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRI061118

Explore how you can take your teaching to the next level and 
learn how to develop students’ abilities to use German effectively 
by hearing comprehensive advice and receiving ready-made 
activities; led by leading experts, you will focus on the writing, 
speaking and grammar skills that are essential for producing 
competent, independent linguists.

• Explore how to develop the skills your students need in each key 
area for course success

• Gain a clearer understanding of the exam and focus on how you 
can improve grades

• Be joined by teachers of French and Spanish in the morning to 
discuss common issues whilst in the afternoon, split into Language 
specific groups

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Cambridge 
IGCSE® German Student Book Second Edition – worth £22.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am What the examiners’ reports tell us
• Key themes from the examiners’ reports
• Key issues with each paper
• Planning for improvement 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am In the classroom
• Higher order thinking in IGCSE® Languages
• Developing grammatical understanding 
• Building a rich and wide vocabulary 

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Comprehension and writing skills
• Better comprehension: The skills needed
• Dealing tactically with the writing tasks
• Teaching strategic approaches 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Speak up!
• Taking a step back from the exam and teaching the 

skills first
• Practical classroom activities to help students 

speak better
• Exam focus – dealing with each part effectively

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL GCSE 

Edexcel GCSE German: Lessons learnt 
from the first exam
Course leaders: Tim Guilford, Karine Harrington & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Thursday, 11 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRE111018

Reflect on the lessons to be learnt from the first round of Edexcel 
GCSE German exams and discover new techniques to develop 
your students’ listening, speaking, reading and writing with 
leading experts.

• Discover how to maximise progress for key groups (Grades 4–5 
and Grade 9)

• Focus on how to hone the skills your students’ require for course 
success

• Take the opportunity to share ideas and network with teachers 
following the same specification 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Looking back and moving forward
• What we now know from the first run of the new 

GCSE
• What went well – the areas we can build on
• Even better if – the areas where work is needed

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Areas for development at key grades
• Building a wide and flexible vocabulary 
• Teaching students to manipulate grammar better to 

enhance productive skills
• Improvements to comprehension skills

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The speaking test – practical teaching ideas to 
improve performance
• Role-play and picture card
• Conversation
• Focus on key grades

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Writing – practical classroom approaches to 
improving writing
• Group and shared writing tasks 
• Developmental feedback that is impactful
• Focus on key grades

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL GCSE

Edexcel GCSE German speaking test: 
Maximising student success  
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 30 January 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRE300119

Join like-minded colleagues, Tim Guilford and Karine Harrington 
to review the areas that students struggled with during the 
2018 Edexcel GCSE German speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded German colleagues and share common 
issues with French and Spanish teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and for development in 

test conduct

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Role-plays
• Approaches to preparing students
• The exam is not the end-game (teaching beyond 

the test)
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The picture cards
• The first question
• The known and unknown questions 
• Practical activities to take away to help build 

spontaneity 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm The conversation 
• Pitching your questions to maximise marks
• Naturalness and genuine interaction
• Practical ideas for the classroom

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL GCSE

Edexcel GCSE German: Preparing 
your students for the 2019 exams  
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 6 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRE060319

Receive first-class support through the Edexcel GCSE German 
exam with experienced presenters Tim and Karine; discuss the 
lessons from the 2018 exam, focus on what key skills students 
need to achieve the top grades and explore practical classroom 
ideas that can aid their revision.

• Receive best practice advice and techniques for revision that will 
inform the last few months before the exams

• Focus on the skills that students need and explore ways to help 
your students deal with the pressures of the exam

• Network with like-minded German colleagues and share common 
issues with French and Spanish teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and where teacher 

response is needed

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Comprehension: Dealing with reading and  
listening 
• Key skills the students need
• Approaches to vocabulary acquisition 
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Grammatical knowledge and mastery 
• What is grammar and how can we teach it more 

effectively 
• Going beyond gap-fill: Practical classroom ideas
• Mastery of key structures 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Productive skills: Speaking and writing 
• Common threads and issues
• Approaches to error and developmental feedback
• Shifting the focus onto fluency 

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL GCSE 

Edexcel International GCSE German: 
Getting ready for the assessment
Course leaders: Denise Currie, Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Monday, 5 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GREI051118

Be guided through creative techniques and practical strategies 
that can be used in your classroom to develop your students’ 
ability to use German effectively; explore the revised Edexcel 
International GCSE German specification in detail and focus on 
ways of preparing your students for the assessment. 

• Gain a clearer understanding of the requirements of the revised 
Edexcel International GCSE specification

• Receive practical strategies for classroom use to help you meet 
the requirements

• Network with like-minded German teachers in the afternoon and 
share ideas with French and Spanish teachers in the morning 
sessions

Attend this course and receive a free copy of Edexcel International 
GCSE German Student Book Second Edition – worth £21.99     

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Overview and update
• The specification and what is required
• The skills needed 
• How teachers need to adapt what they do

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Skills development 
• Better comprehension (authentic materials and 

literary texts)
• Teaching grammar for productive use in speaking 

and writing 
• Building a broad and flexible vocabulary 

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Listening and speaking
• Listening and speaking skills, development in depth
• Practical classroom activities to build the skills

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Reading and writing
• Developing reading and writing skills in depth
• Practical classroom activities to build the skills

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level German: Lessons learnt 
from the first exam
Course leaders: Tim Guilford, Ingrid McGregor & Ana Santos

Central London: Thursday, 8 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRA081118

Thoroughly review the lessons to be learnt from the first round 
of AQA A-level examinations and explore in-depth how you can 
improve your students’ performance in future exams. 

• Unpack the key skills and techniques required to do well in Papers 
1 and 2

• Discover how you can develop students’ speaking skills and foster 
greater independence

• Be joined by teachers of German and Spanish in the morning 
to discuss common issues whilst in the afternoon, split into 
Language-specific groups

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of AQA A-level 
German Revision and Practice Workbook: Themes 3 and 4 – worth 
£8.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am After the first exam – what now?
• The lessons learnt from the first exams
• What needs to be done for each paper
• What adjustments are needed in terms of 

organisation of the course and approaches to 
teaching

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Developing the pedagogy
• Fostering greater student independence
• Higher order thinking
• Schemes of Work

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Developing speaking
• Developing the skills needed
• The IRP in depth and detail
• Dealing with the speaking cards

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Papers 1 and 2
• Building skills for improved aural and written 

comprehension
• Building skills in translation
• Writing better literature or film essays

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level German speaking test: 
Getting the best performance from 
your students 
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Manchester: Friday, 25 January 2019 
Central London: Thursday, 7 February 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRA250119 / GRA070219

Join leading CPD trainers, Tim Guilford and Vanessa Salter 
to review the areas that students struggled with during the 
2018 AQA A-level German speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded German colleagues and share common 
issues with French and Spanish teachers

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of AQA A-level 
German (includes AS) Student Book – worth £31.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends 
• Issues teachers need to address
• Areas where students need to improve

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am A03, A04 and the speaking cards 
• What do students need to know?
• Knowing is not enough, what about 

‘understanding’?
• How to add value in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Preparing students for the IRP
• Choice of topic and form filling 
• Developing research skills 
• Preparing them to answer the questions 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Getting it right for them on the day  
• Conduct of the tests 
• Questioning technique 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL 

AQA A-level German: Preparing your 
students for the 2019 exams
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Manchester: Thursday, 24 January 2019 
Central London: Monday, 4 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRA240119 / GRA040319

Discover how to shape your lessons and revision plans to make 
sure your students are ready and confident to tackle the AQA 
A-level German exams. Join experts Tim Guilford and Vanessa 
Salter to take a detailed look at the lessons from the first round 
of exams and explore practical activities that can be used in 
your classroom.

• Hear expert guidance on how to get your students ready for 
success in the summer exams 

• Focus on the issues from last year’s exams and the typical 
problems with student responses

• Network with like-minded German colleagues and share common 
issues with French and Spanish teachers 

Attend this workshop and receive a copy of Wort für Wort Sixth 
Edition: German Vocabulary for AQA A-level – worth £8.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends
• Issues teachers need to address for each paper
• The student perspective 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Paper 1 
• Approaches to developing comprehension skills
• Translation into English
• Practical classroom ideas

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Paper 2
• Approaches to teaching literature and film 
• How the questions work and what they test
• How to help students write a good essay

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Paper 3  
• Preparing students to deal with the speaking cards
• Dos and don’ts with the IRP 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Edexcel A-level German: Learning the 
lessons from the first exam
Course leaders: Stuart Glover, Tim Guilford & Ingrid McGregor

Central London: Wednesday, 7 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRE071118

Review the results of the first examination cohort with Stuart, Tim 
and Ingrid on our one-day workshop; explore the requirements 
of each paper in detail and focus on how to build the key skills to 
improve future results for your students.

• Explore how to hone the key skills required from students to do 
well in Papers 1, 2 and 3

• Focus on the lessons to be learnt from the first round of exams 
and return to your classroom with techniques and strategies to 
improve results next year

• Take the opportunity to share ideas and network with teachers 
following the same specification 

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of German A-level 
Grammar Workbook 1 – worth £6.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The first exam is over, where to now?
• What we know from the first exams
• Key areas for improvement
• Developing a strategic response

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Action planning for improvement in each paper
• Papers 1, 2 and 3

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Better speaking
• How to plan and manage the IRP for best effect 
• Dealing with the speaking cards better 
• All-important A04 – Knowledge of Society

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Papers 1 and 2 
• Issues with comprehension and how to develop 

skills in the students
• Better literature and film essays – practical 

classroom approaches
• More accurate translation

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Edexcel A-level German speaking test: 
Getting the best performance from 
your students
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Thursday, 31 January 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRE310119

Join like-minded colleagues, Tim Guilford and Vanessa Salter to 
review the areas that students struggled with during the 2018 
Edexcel A-level German speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded German colleagues and share common 
issues with French and Spanish teachers 

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Edexcel A level 
German (includes AS) – worth £31.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends 
• Issues teachers need to address
• Areas where students need to improve

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am A03, A04 and the speaking cards 
• What do students need to know?
• Knowing is not enough, what about 

‘understanding’?
• How to add value in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Preparing students for the IRP
• Choice of topic and form filling 
• Developing research skills 
• Preparing them to answer the questions 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Getting it right for them on the day  
• Conduct of the tests 
• Questioning technique 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Edexcel A-level German: Preparing 
your students for the 2019 exams
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Thursday, 7 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GRE070319

Explore how you can provide your students with the best 
possible preparation for the Edexcel A-level German exams by 
looking at proven strategies for revision and the development of 
the key skills.

• Receive best practice advice and techniques for revision that will 
inform the last few months before the exams

• Focus on the skills that students need for each of the different 
papers and explore ways to help your students deal with the 
pressures of the exam

• Network with like-minded German colleagues and share common 
issues with French and Spanish teachers 

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Wort für Wort 
Sixth Edition: German Vocabulary for Edexcel A-level –  
worth £8.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends
• Issues teachers need to address for each paper
• The student perspective 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Paper 1 
• Approaches to developing comprehension skills
• Translation into English
• Practical classroom ideas

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Paper 2
• Approaches to teaching literature and film 
• How the questions work and what they test
• How to help students write a good essay

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Paper 3  
• Preparing students to deal with the speaking cards
• Dos and don’ts with the IRP 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL A-LEVEL

AS & A-level German: How to teach 
film effectively
Course leaders: Franzi Florack & Tim Guilford

Central London: Tuesday, 27 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: GR271118

Don’t be daunted by delivering film – boost your confidence by 
joining Franzi and Tim on this day-long course which will help 
you to understand the assessment contexts and objectives for 
teaching film in the new A-level specifications.

• Evaluate film analysis techniques and practise them yourself in 
order to develop effective strategies for teaching students

• Understand the complexities of discursive and analytical  
essay-writing, covering the key target-language vocabulary  
of film analysis

• Develop in-depth knowledge of a featured case study 

Choose a free Modern Languages Study Guide for the film or 
literary work you’re teaching from the order form available at 
the event. 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Film at AS and A-level
• What is required at AS and A-level by the different 

boards
• What is meant by analysis in the context of A-level 

Paper 2
• Ideas and tools for teaching

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Case study: Das Leben der Anderen
• Analysis of key scenes – narrative, characters and 

themes
• Practical activities for use in the classroom

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Approaches to teaching film: content and detail
• Achieving a satisfactory coverage of texts, topics 

and themes
• Understanding how much detail is needed

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Approaches to teaching film: artistic analysis and 
personal reaction
• Focus on particular scenes and themes
• Influences on the director – events, people
• Adding and expressing personal reaction
• Linking with other language learning skills and 

Independent Research Projects

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

Meet a course leader:
Tim Guilford

Tim has many years’ experience as a language teacher, senior 
leader in schools, school governor, senior examiner and 
trainer. He is a consultant for Ofqual and CCEA, as well as 
providing consultancy services for schools both in the UK and 
internationally.

Tim is passionate about the work he does and prides himself 
on providing clear, practical guidance which is aimed at helping 
teachers to work smarter, not more.

Join Tim on one of these upcoming courses:
• GCSE French, German & Spanish: Teaching strategies to  

make translation skills meaningful
• AS & A-level French: How to teach film effectively
• AS & A-level German: How to teach film effectively
• GCSE Languages: What about Grade 5? Challenging the lower ability students
• How-to Guide: Outstanding Leadership of your Languages Department

Discover 
Tim’s courses 

across this 
entire course 

guide

Tim
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TEACHER MASTERCLASS RELEVANT FOR ALL A-LEVEL

AS & A-level German: Masterclass on 
Cultural Themes
Masterclass leaders: Dr. Julian Pänke, Dr. Anna Saunders & more to 
be announced

Central London: Friday, 23 November 2018 
Masterclass fee: £289 + VAT 
Booking ref: GR231118

Based on the feedback from over 50 A-level German 
teachers, this masterclass has been designed to deepen your 
understanding of cultural themes and provide you with authentic 
materials to give your teaching a boost.

With half the sessions presented in German, our panel of academic 
experts will deliver an excellent combination of personal enrichment 
and practical guidance, enabling you to teach various cultural topics 
with confidence.

• Explore and take away authentic materials ideal for use with 
A-level students

• Receive resources, including key examples and topic-specific 
vocabulary, to support Teaching and Learning

• Build your knowledge of recent developments and trends in 
contemporary culture from experts in the field

• Discover effective strategies for supporting students with essay 
writing

Choose a free Modern Languages Study Guide for the film or 
literary work you’re teaching from the order form available at 
the event

9.30am Registration and coffee

9.45am Art and architecture in Berlin
• In-depth examination of art and architecture in 

Berlin, with a focus on recent controversial debates
• Discussion of Berlin as a unique case study

10.45am German music
• Examination of music and pop culture from the 

1970s–2000s
• Discussion of specific songs / groups within their 

socio-political contexts

11.40am Morning coffee

11.55am Multicultural Germany
• Historical overview of 20th Century migration in 

Germany
• Focus on contemporary debates

 Achieving success in the exam
• Tackling the reasons why students don’t succeed 

in the exam
• Developing exam skills with students
• Success in tackling the new maths requirements

12.45pm Lunch

2.20pm German unification in contemporary culture 
• Examination of the way in which German unification 

is presented in contemporary culture, including in 
selected films and texts

• Discussion of themes such as Ostalgie, 
representations of the Stasi and the persistence of 
a ‘Mauer im Kopf’

3.10pm Afternoon tea

3.25pm Encouraging student success in A-level German 
essay writing 
• What constitutes a good essay in A-level German
• Ideas for teaching essay writing
• Analysis of sample material

4.15pm Review and reflect

4.30pm Masterclass ends

Feedback from last year’s German Masterclass:
“Worth the money! Great to hear from university academics; today’s 
masterclass has been very well organised and very interesting.”
Janet Farrar, German Teacher, Bury College

“5 out of 5 – very clear and interesting topics. A refreshing take 
on the new A-level topics and very helpful for delivery.”
James Murphy, Head of German, Portsmouth Grammar School

“A great day where I learnt a lot – excellent presenters and 
resources.”
Anon

Meet the masterclass leaders

Dr. Julian Pänke

Julian is Lecturer in European Politics at the 
Department of Political Science and International 
Studies (POLSIS) at the University of Birmingham. 
He is research associate of the Institute for 
European Politics and the German Orient-Institute 
in Berlin.

Dr. Anna Saunders

Anna is Senior Lecturer in German at Bangor 
University, where she teaches a wide range of 
courses on German language, culture and history, 
with a particular focus on the GDR.
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA GCSE

Lessons learnt from the first AQA 
GCSE Spanish exam
Course leaders: Tim Guilford, Karine Harrington & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Wednesday, 10 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPA101018

Break down the lessons to be learnt from the first round of AQA 
GCSE exams and review the key issues faced by learners during 
this full-day workshop; receive expert guidance on how you can 
utilise the feedback to shape, hone and refine your lessons and 
improve results next year.

• Build on what you now know to improve grades in the future
• Focus on the key skills that students need to make progress 
• Network with like-minded Spanish teachers in the afternoon and 

share ideas with French and German teachers in the morning 
sessions

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am After the first exam – where to now?
• The lessons learnt from the first year exam
• Key areas where improvements can be made
• Adjustments to planning and delivery

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Target areas
• Improving productive and receptive vocabulary
• Teaching grammar more effectively for productive 

use
• Developing comprehension skills

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Focus on speaking and writing
• Improving performance in speaking and writing
• A look at Grades 5 and 9 in these skill areas

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Comprehension and translation
• Building comprehension skills in reading and 

listening 
• Teaching translation more effectively 
• A look at Grades 5 and 9 in listening and reading

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA GCSE

AQA GCSE Spanish speaking test: 
Maximise student success
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Friday, 8 February 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPA080219

Join like-minded colleagues, Tim Guilford and Vanessa Salter 
to review the areas that students struggled with during the 
2018 AQA GCSE Spanish speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded Spanish colleagues and share common 
issues with French and German teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and for development in 

test conduct

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Role-plays
• Approaches to preparing students
• The exam is not the end-game (teaching beyond 

the test)
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The picture card
• The first question
• The known and unknown questions 
• Practical activities to take away to help build 

spontaneity 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm The conversation 
• Pitching your questions to maximise marks
• Naturalness and genuine interaction
• Practical ideas for the classroom

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL

AQA GCSE Spanish: Preparing your 
students for the 2019 exams
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 20 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPA200319

Take a detailed look at the lessons from the first round of AQA 
GCSE Spanish exams with Tim and Karine and explore practical 
activities that can be used in your classroom to improve results 
in 2019. Discover how to shape your lessons and revision plans 
to make sure your students are ready and confident to tackle 
the exams.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s exams to make sure 
students are even better prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that you are building the skills your 
students need 

• Network with like-minded Spanish colleagues and share common 
issues with French and German teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and where teacher 

response is needed

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Comprehension: Dealing with reading and  
listening 
• Key skills the students need
• Approaches to vocabulary acquisition 
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Grammatical knowledge and mastery 
• What is grammar and how can we teach it more 

effectively 
• Going beyond gap-fill: Practical classroom ideas
• Mastery of key structures 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Productive skills: Speaking and writing 
• Common threads and issues
• Approaches to error and developmental feedback
• Shifting the focus onto fluency 

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL IGCSE®

Cambridge IGCSE® Spanish: Moving 
teaching to the next level
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Tuesday, 6 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPI061118

Explore how you can take your teaching to the next level and 
learn how to develop students’ abilities to use Spanish effectively 
by hearing comprehensive advice and receiving ready-made 
activities; led by leading experts, you will focus on the writing, 
speaking and grammar skills that are essential for producing 
competent, independent linguists.

• Explore how to develop the skills your students need in each key 
area for course success

• Gain a clearer understanding of the exam and focus on how you 
can improve grades

• Be joined by teachers of French and German in the morning 
to discuss common issues whilst in the afternoon, split into 
Language-specific groups

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Cambridge 
IGCSE® Spanish Student Book Second Edition – worth £22.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am What the examiners’ reports tell us
• Key themes from the examiners’ reports
• Key issues with each paper
• Planning for improvement 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am In the classroom
• Higher order thinking in IGCSE® Languages
• Developing grammatical understanding 
• Building a rich and wide vocabulary 

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Comprehension and writing skills
• Better comprehension: The skills needed
• Dealing tactically with the writing tasks
• Teaching strategic approaches 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Speak up!
• Taking a step back from the exam and teaching the 

skills first
• Practical classroom activities to help students 

speak better
• Exam focus – dealing with each part effectively

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL GCSE 

Edexcel GCSE Spanish: Lessons learnt 
from the first exam
Course leaders: Tim Guilford, Karine Harrington & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Thursday, 11 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPE111018

Reflect on the lessons to be learnt from the first round of Edexcel 
GCSE Spanish exams and discover new techniques to develop 
your students’ listening, speaking, reading and writing with 
leading experts.

• Discover how to maximise progress for key groups (Grades 4–5 
and Grade 9)

• Focus on how to hone the skills your students’ require for course 
success

• Take the opportunity to share ideas and network with teachers 
following the same specification 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Looking back and moving forward
• What we now know from the first run of the new 

GCSE
• What went well – the areas we can build on
• Even better if – the areas where work is needed

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Areas for development at key grades
• Building a wide and flexible vocabulary 
• Teaching students to better manipulate grammar to 

enhance productive skills
• Improvements to comprehension skills

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The speaking test – practical teaching ideas to 
improve performance
• Role-play and picture cards
• Conversation
• Focus on key grades

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Writing – practical classroom approaches to 
improving writing
• Group and shared writing tasks 
• Developmental feedback that is impactful
• Focus on key grades

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL GCSE

Edexcel GCSE Spanish speaking test: 
Maximising student success  
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 30 January 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPE300119

Join like-minded colleagues, Tim Guilford and Karine Harrington 
to review the areas that students struggled with during the 
2018 Edexcel GCSE Spanish speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded Spanish colleagues and share common 
issues with French and German teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and for development in 

test conduct

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Role-plays
• Approaches to preparing students
• The exam is not the end-game (teaching beyond 

the test)
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The picture card
• The first question
• The known and unknown questions 
• Practical activities to take away to help build 

spontaneity 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm The conversation 
• Pitching your questions to maximise marks
• Naturalness and genuine interaction
• Practical ideas for the classroom

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL GCSE

Edexcel GCSE Spanish: Preparing 
your students for the 2019 exams  
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 6 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPE060319

Receive first-class support through the Edexcel GCSE Spanish 
exam with experienced presenters Tim and Karine; discuss the 
lessons from the 2018 exam, focus on what key skills students 
need to achieve the top grades and explore practical classroom 
ideas that can aid their revision.

• Receive best practice advice and techniques for revision that will 
inform the last few months before the exams

• Focus on the skills that students need and explore ways to help 
your students deal with the pressures of the exam

• Network with like-minded Spanish colleagues and share common 
issues with French and German teachers 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exam
• Common trends 
• Areas of student weakness and where teacher 

response is needed

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Comprehension: Dealing with reading and  
listening 
• Key skills the students need
• Approaches to vocabulary acquisition 
• Practical activities to take back and do in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Grammatical knowledge and mastery 
• What is grammar and how can we teach it more 

effectively 
• Going beyond gap-fill: Practical classroom ideas
• Mastery of key structures 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Productive skills: Speaking and writing 
• Common threads and issues
• Approaches to error and developmental feedback
• Shifting the focus onto fluency 

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL GCSE 

Edexcel International GCSE Spanish: 
Getting ready for the assessment
Course leaders: Denise Currie, Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Monday, 5 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPEI051118

Be guided through creative techniques and practical strategies 
that can be used in your classroom to develop your students’ 
ability to use Spanish effectively; explore the revised Edexcel 
International GCSE Spanish specification in detail and focus on 
ways of preparing your students for the assessment. 

• Gain a clearer understanding of the requirements of the revised 
Edexcel International GCSE specification

• Receive practical strategies for classroom use to help you meet 
the requirements

• Network with like-minded Spanish teachers in the afternoon and 
share ideas with French and German teachers in the morning 
sessions

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Edexcel 
International GCSE Spanish Student Book Second Edition – 
worth £21.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Overview and update
• The specification and what is required
• The skills needed 
• How teachers need to adapt what they do

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Skills development 
• Better comprehension (authentic materials and 

literary texts)
• Teaching grammar for productive use in speaking 

and writing 
• Building a broad and flexible vocabulary 

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Listening and speaking
• Listening and speaking skills, development in depth
• Practical classroom activities to build the skills

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Reading and writing
• Developing reading and writing skills in depth
• Practical classroom activities to build the skills

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level Spanish: Lessons learnt 
from the first exam
Course leaders: Tim Guilford, Ingrid McGregor & Ana Santos

Central London: Thursday, 8 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPA081118

Thoroughly review the lessons to be learnt from the first round 
of AQA A-level examinations and explore in-depth how you can 
improve your students’ performance in future exams. 

• Unpack the key skills and techniques required to do well in Papers 
1 and 2

• Discover how you can develop students’ speaking skills and foster 
greater independence

• Be joined by teachers of French and German in the morning 
to discuss common issues whilst in the afternoon, split into 
Language-specific groups

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of AQA A-level 
Spanish Revision and Practice Workbook: Themes 3 and 4 – 
worth £8.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am After the first exam – what now?
• The lessons learnt from the first exams
• What needs to be done for each paper
• What adjustments are needed in terms of 

organisation of the course and approaches to 
teaching

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Developing the pedagogy
• Fostering greater student independence
• Higher order thinking
• Schemes of Work

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Developing speaking
• Developing the skills needed
• The IRP in depth and detail
• Dealing with the speaking cards

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Papers 1 and 2
• Building skills for improved aural and written 

comprehension
• Building skills in translation
• Writing better literature or film essays

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL 

AQA A-level Spanish: Preparing your 
students for the 2019 exams
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Manchester: Thursday, 24 January 2019 
Central London: Monday, 4 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPA240119 / SPA040319

Discover how to shape your lessons and revision plans to make 
sure your students are ready and confident to tackle the AQA 
A-level Spanish exams. 

• Hear expert guidance on how to get your students ready for 
success in the summer exams 

• Focus on the issues from last year’s exams and the typical issues 
with student responses

• Network with like-minded Spanish colleagues and share common 
issues with French and German teachers 

Attend this workshop and receive a copy of Palabra por Palabra 
Sixth Edition: Spanish Vocabulary for AQA A-level – worth £8.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends
• Issues teachers need to address for each paper
• The student perspective 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Paper 1 
• Approaches to developing comprehension skills
• Translation into English
• Practical classroom ideas

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Paper 2
• Approaches to teaching literature and film 
• How the questions work and what they test
• How to help students write a good essay

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Paper 3  
• Preparing students to deal with the speaking cards
• Dos and don’ts with the IRP 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Edexcel A-level Spanish: Learning the 
lessons from the first exam
Course leaders: Stuart Glover, Tim Guilford & Ingrid McGregor

Central London: Wednesday, 7 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SP071118

Review the results of the first examination cohort with Stuart, Tim 
and Ingrid on our one-day workshop; explore the requirements 
of each paper in detail and focus on how to build the key skills to 
improve future results for your students.

• Explore how to hone the key skills required from students to do 
well in Papers 1, 2 and 3

• Focus on the lessons to be learnt from the first round of exams 
and return to your classroom with techniques and strategies to 
improve results next year

• Take the opportunity to share ideas and network with teachers 
following the same specification 

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Spanish A-level 
Grammar Workbook 1 – worth £6.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The first exam is over, where to now?
• What we know from the first exams
• Key areas for improvement
• Developing a strategic response

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Action planning for improvement in each paper
• Papers 1, 2 and 3

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Better speaking
• How to plan and manage the IRP for best effect 
• Dealing with the speaking cards better 
• All-important A04 – Knowledge of Society

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Papers 1 and 2 
• Issues with comprehension and how to develop 

skills in the students
• Better literature and film essays – practical 

classroom approaches
• More accurate translation

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP AQA A-LEVEL

AQA A-level Spanish speaking test: 
Getting the best performance from 
your students 
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Manchester: Friday, 25 January 2019 
Central London: Thursday, 7 February 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPA250119 / SPA070219

Join leading CPD trainers, Tim Guilford and Vanessa Salter 
to review the areas that students struggled with during the 
2018 AQA A-level Spanish speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded Spanish colleagues and share common 
issues with French and German teachers

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of AQA A-level 
Spanish (includes AS) Student Book – worth £31.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends 
• Issues teachers need to address
• Areas where students need to improve

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am A03, A04 and the speaking cards 
• What do students need to know?
• Knowing is not enough, what about 

‘understanding’?
• How to add value in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Preparing students for the IRP
• Choice of topic and form filling 
• Developing research skills 
• Preparing them to answer the questions 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Getting it right for them on the day  
• Conduct of the tests 
• Questioning technique 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Edexcel A-level Spanish speaking test: 
Getting the best performance from 
your students
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Thursday, 31 January 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPE310119

Join like-minded colleagues, Tim Guilford and Vanessa Salter to 
review the areas that students struggled with during the 2018 
Edexcel A-level Spanish speaking test and explore practical 
activities that can be used to improve your current cohort’s 
chances of success.

• Build on the experience of the first year’s speaking test and 
review common trends to make sure students are even better 
prepared this year

• Explore how to make sure that tests are conducted in such a way 
as to maximise student performance

• Network with like-minded Spanish colleagues and share common 
issues with French and German teachers 

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Edexcel A level 
Spanish (includes AS) – worth £31.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends 
• Issues teachers need to address
• Areas where students need to improve

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am A03, A04 and the speaking cards 
• What do students need to know?
• Knowing is not enough, what about 

‘understanding’?
• How to add value in class

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Preparing students for the IRP
• Choice of topic and form filling 
• Developing research skills 
• Preparing them to answer the questions 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Getting it right for them on the day  
• Conduct of the tests 
• Questioning technique 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Edexcel A-level Spanish: Preparing 
your students for the 2019 exams
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Vanessa Salter

Central London: Thursday, 7 March 2019 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SPE070319

Explore how you can provide your students with the best 
possible preparation for the Edexcel A-level Spanish exams by 
looking at proven strategies for revision and the development of 
the key skills.

• Receive best practice advice and techniques for revision that will 
inform the last few months before the exams

• Focus on the skills that students need for each of the different 
papers and explore ways to help your students deal with the 
pressures of the exam

• Network with like-minded Spanish colleagues and share common 
issues with French and German teachers 

Attend this workshop and receive a free copy of Palabra por 
Palabra Sixth Edition: Spanish Vocabulary for Edexcel A-level – 
worth £8.99

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The lessons of the first exams
• Common trends
• Issues teachers need to address for each paper
• The student perspective 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Paper 1 
• Approaches to developing comprehension skills
• Translation into English
• Practical classroom ideas

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Paper 2
• Approaches to teaching literature and film 
• How the questions work and what they test
• How to help students write a good essay

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Paper 3  
• Preparing students to deal with the speaking cards
• Dos and don’ts with the IRP 
• Model IRP exercise

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL A-LEVEL

AS & A-level Spanish: How to teach 
film effectively
Course leader: Dr. Carmen Herrero

Central London: Friday, 7 December 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: SP071218

Don’t be daunted by delivering film – boost your confidence by 
joining experienced educator and Spanish cinema and culture 
expert, Dr. Carmen Herrero, for this day-long course which will 
help you to understand the assessment contexts and objectives 
for teaching film in the new A-level specifications.

• Evaluate film analysis techniques and practise them yourself in 
order to develop effective strategies for teaching students

• Gain a clearer understanding of the complexities of discursive 
and analytical essay-writing, covering the key target-language 
vocabulary of film analysis

• Develop in-depth knowledge of a featured case study 

Choose a free Modern Languages Study Guide for the film or 
literary work you’re teaching from the order form available at 
the event. 

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.10am Film texts and contexts
• Assessment contexts
• Approaches to teaching film texts in the Spanish 

classroom – the language of film
• Developing contextual study films

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Case study: Pedro Almodóvar’s Todo sobre mi 
madre (1999) and Volver (2006)
• Analysis of key scenes – narrative, characters and 

themes
• Practical activities for use in the classroom

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Teaching film as a cultural topic
• Achieving a satisfactory coverage of texts, topics 

and themes
• Understanding how much detail is needed

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Teaching film as a cultural topic cont.
• Focus on particular scenes and themes
• Influences on the director – events, people
• Adding and expressing personal reaction
• Linking with other language learning skills

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends

Meet a course leader:
Dr. Carmen Herrero

Carmen is Principal Lecturer in Hispanic Studies and Subject 
Leader for Spanish at Manchester Metropolitan University, 
where she teaches Hispanic cinema and culture, as well as 
lecturing for the TEFL Masters course. Carmen is the co-founder 
and co-director of Film in Language Teaching Association 
(FILTA), and also the co-director of FLAME. You can follow 
Carmen on Twitter by following @CarmenHerrero14. 

Carmen

“Informative and entertaining - I 
have thoroughly enjoyed today”

Nick Hulme, Head of Spanish, 
Eton College

“Excellent - I desperately 
needed training on the 
literature part of the Edexcel 
exam; Carmen has given me 
confidence!”

Estelle Rourke, New English 
School Kuwait

“Superb session! Carmen’s 
subject knowledge is amazing - 
it doesn’t get better than this”

Alba Ibáñez Barceló, Lewes Old 
Grammar School

Feedback from workshops led by Carmen
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TEACHER MASTERCLASS RELEVANT FOR ALL A-LEVEL

AS and A-level Spanish: Masterclass 
on cultural themes
Masterclass leaders: Sebastián Bianchi, Pedro Barriuso Algar & 
Fernando Conde Parrado

Central London: Friday, 30 November 2018 
Masterclass fee: £289 + VAT  
Booking ref: MFL301118

Boost your subject knowledge of popular cultural topics by having 
your questions answered by expert educators from around the 
Hispanic world.

Give your own subject knowledge a boost, discover teaching 
tips and return to the classroom reinvigorated! Each session will 
reference popular works of literature and / or cinema relating to 
the topic, thereby equipping you to deliver the cultural themes with 
confidence.

• Gain new insights into popular topics
• Discover authentic material to enrich your teaching and thereby 

your students’ learning
• Receive relevant resources, including timelines of key dates and 

topic-specific vocabulary
• Focus on how to support students with essay-writing effectively, 

with sample essays to analyse on the day

Choose a free Modern Languages Study Guide for the film or 
literary work you’re teaching from the order form available at  
the event.

UPDATED TOPICS AND MATERIALS!

MASTERCLASS DELIVERED IN SPANISH

9.30am Registration and coffee

9.45am Introduction to the day
• Where we are after a full course of teaching the 

new specifications
• Key issues for cultural topics  

10.00am Keynote: ‘La sociedad en la España post-franquista’
Fernando Conde Parrado
• Social issues, including the acceptance of minorities
• Nationalism, separatism and political issues after 

the Franco regime

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am EITHER 
1A: ‘El franquismo en España’ 
Pedro Barriuso Algar
• A historical overview of Franco’s dictatorship  

1939–1975
• Approaches to teaching the Franco regime
• The impact of the dictatorship on Spanish 

contemporary society 
OR 
1B: ‘La literatura latinoamericana y su impacto’ 
Sebastián Bianchi
• An overview of precursors and prominent writers of 

the boom
• Spanish American Literature: Magical realism and 

beyond
• Techniques and approaches to teaching literature 

at A-level

12.45pm Lunch

1.45pm EITHER 
2A: ‘El islamismo en España’ 
Pedro Barriuso Algar
• A historical overview of seven centuries of Islam in 

Spain: 711–1492
• The co-existence of Muslims, Christians and Jews 

in Spain
• The expulsion of the Moors from Spain and its 

lasting effects in the present 
OR 
2B: ‘‘El surrealismo español’
Fernando Conde Parrado
• The curious – and surrealist – case of Spanish 

surrealism
• Ideas and activities about Spanish surrealism: 

Literature and the arts 
• Spanish cinema: Buñuel and his influence

3.00pm Afternoon tea

3.15pm Practical pointers for effective A-level essay 
planning and production
Sebastián Bianchi
• What constitutes a good essay in Spanish
• Analysis of sample essays
• Pointers on how to teach and produce a good 

essay in Spanish

4.15pm Review and reflect

4.30pm Masterclass ends 

Feedback from last year’s Spanish Masterclass:
“Exactly what I needed – I have felt very ‘under prepared’ due to 
the lack of samples provided by the exam board. 5 out of 5!”
Estelle Rourke, Teacher, New English School

“Very interesting – today has extended my knowledge and 
provided useful teaching ideas.”
Annie Evans, Head of Department, Dauntsey’s School

“5 out of 5! A very interesting masterclass, very relevant and with 
exercises we can use with our students.”
Selene Carraro, Teacher, Reigate Grammar School
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TEACHER WEBINAR RELEVANT FOR ALL GCSE

GCSE French, German & Spanish: 
Teaching strategies to make 
translation skills meaningful
Course leader: Tim Guilford

Online: Tuesday, 2 October 2018 
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT 
Booking ref: MFL021018

Join experienced teacher and presenter Tim Guilford for this 
interactive webinar full of advice, activities and examples to allow 
you to learn what translation is and is not in the context of GCSE.

• Develop a set of practical teaching strategies to make translation 
a dynamic classroom activity

• Explore how to make translation a vehicle for deeper language 
learning and greater independence

• Can’t make the date? Register for the webinar and receive the 
recording to view when you want, where you want

4.00pm Introduction and sound checks

4.05pm Key areas
• Overview of the requirements for translation
• Practical approaches and activities in class
• Contribution to wider language learning

5.25pm Conclusions

5.30pm Webinar ends

TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL GCSE / A-LEVEL

Getting to grips with teaching 
Languages as an NQT 
Course leader: Tim Guilford 

Central London: Monday, 15 October 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: MFL151018

Thoroughly prepare for the challenges of delivering Languages for 
the first time. Ideal for NQTs, this course focuses on the essentials, 
preventing you from feeling overwhelmed and providing you with 
the skills and knowledge to maximise student performance.

• Enhance your understanding of what your first year will look like 
and how to successfully manage the workload

• Discover a multitude of teaching ideas to get the best from both 
yourself and your students

• Return to your classroom feeling excited and well-resourced to 
teach and assess

Choose a free Modern Languages Study Guide for the film or 
literary work you’re teaching from the order form available at  
the event.

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The uphill struggle and the issues faced
• Dealing with the workload
• Dealing with colleagues
• Reflective practice 

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am In the Languages classroom
• Planning smartly 
• Teaching Languages effectively 
• Impactful marking

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The students
• Behaviour management – the issues in Languages
• The tutor role
• Extra-curricular involvement

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Looking ahead
• Issues for immediate action – what do you need to 

do now?
• Staying the distance – looking after yourself 
• Your career in education – never too soon to plan

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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3 steps to accessing a webinar
1.  We’ll send you the access details when you book and also 

resend them 3 days before it runs

2.  Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your 
connection and sound

3.  After the webinar, we’ll send you the link so you can rewatch 
it again and again
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TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL GCSE / A-LEVEL

The Language Teachers’ Practical 
Workshop: Become more creative in 
your teaching 
Course leaders: Denise Currie & Tim Guilford

Central London: Friday, 2 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: MFL021118

Looking for creative ways to motivate your Language students 
and develop their key skills but struggling to find the time 
to research and test new techniques? Spend a day away 
from specifications, exams and pass rates and join us on this 
highly-practical workshop to explore how you can encourage 
engagement and progression.

• Explore how to turn your classroom into an active and creative 
space

• Discover tried and tested techniques which can be immediately 
applied in daily teaching to regenerate and stimulate your lessons 

• Explore new ideas to add pace and dynamism to your lessons

Choose a free Modern Languages Study Guide for the film or 
literary work you’re teaching from the order form available at the 
event.

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am Activities that build skills 
• Higher order thinking activities for all
• Active learning in Languages
• More output from students; less input from you

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Using more ICT in lessons
• Free and easy to use websites and apps
• Flipped classroom methodology
• Producing ICT based resource

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Grammar without gap-fill
• Teaching students to manipulate the language for 

real 
• Embedding grammatical functions 
• Grammar activities that are fun and useful at the 

same time

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Getting them speaking spontaneously
• Real language and conversations 
• How to organise group and pair work for maximum 

impact
• Practical classroom ideas and activities 

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL GCSE / A-LEVEL 

How-to Guide: Outstanding leadership 
of your Languages department
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Friday, 14 December 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: MFL141218

Lead from the front and hone your leadership and management 
skills in the Languages department by joining Tim and Karine 
on this one-day management development programme; receive 
practical advice and guidance on how you can lead an effective 
team, increase uptake at GCSE and A-level and raise the profile of 
your department. 

• Hear practical advice on how you can develop the academic 
provision to ensure the best possible progress for students

• Explore creative management approaches to managing appraisals 
and dealing with staff issues 

• Receive tips and tricks to help raise the profile of your Languages 
department and increase uptake at GCSE and Sixth Form

• Focus on how you can improve your development planning and 
financial management skills

Choose a free Modern Languages Study Guide for the film or 
literary work you’re teaching from the order form available at 
the event.

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The academic leader 
• Analysis of current position
• Focus on different groups of students and their 

needs
• Pedagogy of language teaching

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am The HR manager
• Staff development and appraisals
• When things go wrong – the difficult conversations

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm The marketing manager
• Promoting the value of language learning 
• Increasing uptake at GCSE and in the Sixth Form

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm The strategic leader 
• Development cycles
• Financial management 
• The long term vision plan

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER MASTERCLASS RELEVANT FOR ALL GCSE

GCSE MFL masterclass: Teaching the 
key skills in the context of the exams
Masterclass leaders: Dr. Rachel Hawkes (chair), Vincent Everett &  
Nick Mair 

Central London: Friday, 16 November 2018 
Masterclass fee: £289 + VAT  
Booking ref: MFL161118

Ensure high quality Teaching and Learning and reflect on best 
practice for building student capability in the four skills. Take this 
unique opportunity to join our panel of leading experts as they 
share valuable insights, practical ideas and creative strategies to 
use in the GCSE Languages classroom in order to develop your 
students’ core skills – listening, reading, speaking and writing.

• Gain advice on how you, your department and your students can 
manage the demands of the course, such as translation, role play 
and photo cards 

• Explore effective approaches to help incorporate authentic 
materials into your lessons 

• Consider tried and tested strategies that work with students 
across the ability range

• Hear best practice to build positive outcomes after the first round 
of GCSE exams, and beyond

9.30am Registration and coffee

9.45am Keynote presentation: Positivity, patience and 
perseverance: Teaching for optimum progress at 
KS3 and KS4
Dr. Rachel Hawkes

10.45am Speaking skills for GCSE
Vincent Everett
• Interacting with confidence and purpose
• Developing (GCSE-style) spontaneity

12.00pm Morning coffee

12.15pm Reading skills for GCSE: Using authentic resources 
Dr. Rachel Hawkes
• Exploring the challenge of  the new GCSE reading 

questions
• Authentic sources and resources for KS3 and KS4
• Exploitation routines for busy teachers

1.15pm Lunch

2.00pm Listening skills for GCSE
Nick Mair
• Slow and steady wins the race
• Boxing clever
• How to panic effectively 

3.00pm Afternoon tea

3.15pm Writing skills for GCSE 
Vincent Everett
• Building a transferable repertoire from KS3
• Making the most of memory
• Developing translation skills

4.15pm Review and reflect

4.30pm Masterclass ends 
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Feedback from last year’s masterclass
“Amazing, inspirational and motivating. Loved how the four skills 
had different slots throughout the day but example activities 
overlapped.”
Judith Clayton, Teacher, The Appleton School

“Very engaging and motivating – so glad I attended”
Heather Stratton, Head of MFL, Claires Court Senior Boys School

“I have taken away many ideas that I can use – today was very 
useful from the presentations but also from discussions with 
colleagues”
Ashni Haria, Teacher of French and Spanish, The Heathland School

Meet the masterclass leaders

Dr. Rachel Hawkes (chair)

Rachel is a past President 
of the Association for 
Language Learning (ALL), 
and an experienced Head of 
Modern Languages, AST and 
Assistant Principal. She is also 
a Languages Advisor for TES 
Resources and Advanced SSAT 
Lead Practitioner. 

Vincent Everett

Vincent is an experienced MFL 
teacher and has published 
several textbooks books for 
A-level Language courses.

Nick Mair

Nick is currently Head of Modern 
Languages in a prominent 
independent school and has 
developed a wide range of 
resources working with television 
companies and publishers.
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TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL GCSE

GCSE Languages: What about  
Grade 5? Challenging the lower  
ability students
Course leaders: Stuart Glover & Tim Guilford

Central London: Thursday, 6 December 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: MFL061218

Discover ways of supporting your lower-ability group to attain 
higher results by joining leading experts Stuart and Tim on this 
one-day workshop; hear top tips on boosting confidence when it 
comes to speaking spontaneously and receive a bank of teaching 
strategies and classroom activities to develop skills.

• Focus on how you can ensure your efforts are targeted correctly 
at this key threshold

• Explore how to build the skillset required in your lower-ability 
students 

• Gain resources to engage and motivate your students

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The skills needed for Grade 5
• What learners need to be able to do securely for a 

Grade 5
• Developing a strategic approach to skills building
• Assessing and mapping progress

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Dealing with key issues
• Weak vocabulary 
• Poor comprehension skills
• Problems manipulating grammar in productive 

language

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Speaking skills and how to develop them
• The skills the exam requires
• Spontaneity in speaking
• Practical classroom activities

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Writing skills and how to develop them 
• Quality, impactful written feedback
• Teaching more strategic approaches to writing 
• Practical classroom activities 

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL GCSE

GCSE Languages: What about  
Grade 9? Stretching the most able 
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Friday, 7 December 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: MFL071218

Discover ways of identifying and supporting potential Grade 9 
students and receive plenty of practical techniques to stretch 
and challenge the most able linguists and native speakers by 
registering for this full-day workshop.

• Explore ways you can provide opportunities for higher-order 
thinking in your lessons

• Examine the needs of the most able linguists and explore ways to 
make sure you support their development

• Receive techniques, tools and tips to help you stretch and 
challenge native speakers

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am What is Grade 9?
• What the Mark Schemes tell us
• How to identify potential Grade 9 students
• What those students need

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Higher order thinking, not more of the same!
• What is higher-order thinking in the context of 

GCSE Languages 
• Adding challenge in reading, listening and 

translation

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Ready, steady, write!
• Practical writing activities which provide stretch and 

challenge opportunities
• Teaching grammar for effective writing at Grade 9 

and beyond

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Let’s talk Grade 9!
• Providing opportunities for spontaneous speaking
• Using picture cards to best effect with the most 

able
• Conducting the oral test to get the best out of the 

most able

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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TEACHER WEBINAR EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL ADVANCED LEVEL

Edexcel International Advanced Level 
Languages: Developing knowledge of 
Units 1–4
Course leaders: Stuart Glover & Tim Guilford

Online: Friday, 9 November 2018 
Webinar fee: £85 + VAT 
Booking ref: MFL091118

Register for this online webinar, hosted by leading experts Stuart 
and Tim, and explore practical activities to develop students’ 
speaking, listening, reading and writing skills and focus on 
aspects of set topics, texts and films. 

• Gain a clearer understanding of how each unit works and what the 
students need to produce

• Receive practical, classroom-ready ideas to help prepare students 
for course success

• Perfect for all centres delivering Edexcel International Advanced 
Level French, German or Spanish specifications

• Can’t make the date or time? All teachers registered will receive 
the webinar recording post-event to watch as many times as you 
want for up to 6 months

3.30pm Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm Units 1 and 2
• Units 1 and 2 in detail
• Practical classroom activities to prepare students 

4.15pm Activity break

4.25pm Units 3 and 4
• Units 3 and 4 in detail
• Practical classroom activities to prepare students

4.55pm Review and reflect

5.00pm Webinar ends 

TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL FOR ALL TEACHERS 

Changing mindsets: Adopting 
Growth Mindset in your school
Course leaders: Jenna Downing & Tim Guilford

Central London: Wednesday, 14 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT  
Booking ref: MINDF141118

Explore how you can encourage your pupils to become confident 
and resilient learners by developing your own understanding of 
Growth Mindset. Be guided through what a well-implemented 
whole school mindset programme looks like and discover how to 
put it into practice to drive improvement in your school.

• Hear evidence-based research showing how a Growth Mindset 
leads to better outcomes for students

• Look at the theory and how to put it into practice to drive 
improvement in your school

• Focus on what Growth Mindset is, how to bring staff on board to 
embed it at the heart of all that the school does, what you need 
to do with the students, and how to plan for change at  
whole-school level

Attend this course and receive a £25 voucher to spend on Hodder 
Education books

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am What is Growth Mindset? The big picture
• Jenna’s experience
• The research, the outcomes and the impact
• Yourselves as role models

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am Working with school staff – setting up everyone for 
success
• Training staff 
• Overcoming barriers
• Messages, monitoring, embedding resilience

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Student behaviours – making it really happen 
across the school
• What needs to happen (and not happen) in lessons
• Use of praise and focus on process
• Can-do attitudes 

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Effecting change at whole-school level – getting 
prepared to lead change
• Workshop session, so you go away with a bespoke 

plan for your setting

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends 
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3 steps to accessing a webinar
1.  We’ll send you the access details when you book and also 

resend them 3 days before it runs

2.  Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your 
connection and sound

3.  After the webinar, we’ll send you the link so you can rewatch 
it again and again
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TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL GCSE

Flipping your GCSE classroom: Faster 
progress, deeper learning
Course leaders: Tim Guilford & Karine Harrington

Central London: Wednesday, 5 December 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FL051218

Increase the amount of teaching time you have by exploring what 
a ‘Flipped Classroom’ really looks like, focus on why and how you 
can flip your own teaching and receive ready-to-use strategies for 
implementing it successfully. 

• Explore how this pedagogic response to the digital age can 
radically improve your teaching life by leaving behind the ‘chalk 
and talk’ lessons and taking advantage of the technology available 
to you and your students

• Hear practical advice and guidance on how you can use, and 
build, the technical skills you need to make it work

• Take part in activity sessions and produce sample resources that 
you can use back in school immediately

Attend this course and receive a £25 voucher to spend on Hodder 
Education books

10.00am Registration and coffee

10.15am The big picture at GCSE
• Flipped Learning in context
• Case studies
• How it works and who does what

11.15am Morning coffee

11.30am The practicalities
• Making videos out of your PowerPoint 

presentations
• Negotiating YouTube
• Editing and inserting questions to check 

understanding
• What if they don’t do it? – building in accountability
• The importance of pilot projects at whole-school 

level

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Activity session A
• Planning a learning sequence in your subject
• Deciding where to use the flipped approach (and 

where not)
• The follow-up in class

2.30pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Activity session B
• Making resources for immediate use
• Show and tell

3.45pm Review and reflect

4.00pm Course ends

TEACHER WORKSHOP RELEVANT FOR ALL A-LEVEL

Flipped Learning at A-level
Course leader: Lesley Clark

Central London: Monday, 19 November 2018 
Course fee: £249 + VAT 
Booking ref: FL191118 

Delve into the world of Flipped Learning and discover techniques 
to radically improve your teaching life. Register for this one-day 
course to explore the opportunities that this cutting-edge 
pedagogy offers all teachers of A-level and join in using the 
methodology during the workshop itself.

• Learn how to develop higher level learning opportunities for your 
classroom

• Discuss practical strategies to improve your students’ 
independence and study skills

• Explore ideas to make assessment a more effective learning tool 
whilst reducing your marking burden

Attend this course and receive a £25 voucher to spend on Hodder 
Education books

9.50am Registration and coffee

10.00am Introduction to the principles of Flipped Learning
• Explore the principles of ‘flipping’ – how can we 

flip what is traditionally seen as ‘classwork’ with 
‘homework’?

• Deal with potential barriers to successful flipping

11.00am Morning coffee

11.15am Strategies for the flipped classroom
• Build a portfolio of ideas for the classroom – how 

best to use this time
• Discuss increasing the exploratory nature of 

learning and raising your 1:1 interactions with 
students

12.30pm Lunch

1.30pm Strategies to deal with independent learning / 
homework / assessment
• Learn how to use homework to cover basic 

knowledge and understanding
• Explore Schemes of Assessment and discuss where 

best to assess students

2.20pm Afternoon tea

2.45pm Creating a Flipped Scheme of Work

3.45pm Q&A

4.00pm Course ends

Feedback from a 2018 Flipped Learning workshop
“5 out of 5 – very useful! Lesley has clearly tried Flipped Learning 
for a long time and is very knowledgeable about its benefits.”
Elizabeth Aquillna, Physics Teacher, City of London School for Girls
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Is there a CPD workshop that you wish to attend but find it a struggle to leave the classroom? 
Or is there a particular area you are looking for support with? Why not ‘host’ an event or a more 
tailored workshop at your school on a day that suits you and your colleagues.

CUSTOMISED CONTENT    PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE    VALUE FOR MONEY

  Simply tell us what topics you would like covered and we’ll plan a cost-effective, bespoke 
workshop that runs in your centre and targets all of the key areas

  You can invite local schools along to help build new partnerships, swap ideas and share the 
costs with them

Simply enquire today and one of our CPD Support team will discuss your specific requirements 
and provide you with a free, no obligation quote. 

TAKE PART IN OUTSTANDING CPD WITHOUT LEAVING YOUR CENTRE
BESPOKE IN-SCHOOL TRAINING

 hoddereducation.co.uk/inschool   01295 222777 
  events@hoddereducation.co.uk  @HodderSchoolsENQUIRE TODAY

HOW TO BOOK
  www.hoddereducation.co.uk/languagescpd18   01295 222777  Events@hoddereducation.co.uk

BOOKING FORM

Once your booking has been made (subject to availability), you will receive confirmation via email of your place, a full VAT invoice will then be posted to 
you. Final details are emailed approximately 2 weeks before the date of the event. Our full Terms and Conditions are available on our website. 
A cancellation charge of £80 plus VAT will be incurred for any booking cancelled less than 3 weeks before the date of the event. The full fee is payable  
if you cancel within 7 days of the event or do not attend.

Booking reference:

Delegate name(s):

Job title(s):

Email address*:

Establishment name:

Address:

 Postcode: 

Telephone:  Date: 

Purchase order number: 

Please specify any special dietary requirements (e.g. vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free):

*We need your email address in order to send you information about your event. We would like to send you e-updates from  
Hodder Education Group, part of the Hachette UK group of publishing companies. We will not share your details with any other company. 
Please indicate you agree to this by ticking this box  For full details of our Data Protection policy please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk

Fill in the booking form below and return it via post or fax:
   Hodder Education, Blenheim Court, George Street, Banbury, OX16 5BH  01295 222745


